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FOR ADULTS ONLY. Find out if what they say about Vermonters is really true or not. The horror, the

humor, the, uh, well, the uh, maple syrup. No ear is safe, no mind is sain, no, uh, ummmmm, cow is

untipped. Enjoy the silly humor of "L.M.A.O." 29 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Comedy, SPOKEN

WORD: With Music Details: "L.M.A.O!" was a labor of love by all who took part in its careful creating. The

founder of Radio Zone Entertainment Benjamin James poured everything he had into writing, creating

and casting for this CD. After 3 years of careful planning, preparation, writing and re writing it was time to

bring the written word to life. It is truly a collection of great talents starting with former Radio Zone

members Big Joe Alarie  Jerry The Panda Pelton who are in a couple skits from the original show

remastered specially for this album. Other original cast members such as Josh "Your plea is, DEATH!"

Walczuk, "Cenile" John Leshure and Radio Zone Entertainment founder Ben " The Wedge" Burdge all

return thus reuniting the entire legendary cast from the hit college show which ran from Sept. 23 1998 -

March 23, 2001 on WIUV 91.3 Castle ton in Vermont. As if that was not awesome enough new talent

abounds as Ben's pro broadcasting colleagues Jason " Boner " Davis and "Captain" T.C. bring a dash of

professional production and big market voice knowledge to the Radio Zone family. All 3 have a combined

46 years of pro radio and studio experience in the broadcasting and voice over world. And the family gets

even better with more fresh faces and awesome improve talents as Shanna Jones, Erin Rockwell,

Jeramiah " Dez " Desautels and Ben's own dad Gerard Burdge. Laugh My A** Off! takes all the magic

and charm of Radio Zone Entertainment's debut release, "Laugh Riot!" and pushes the bar as far as the

talent of this incredible cast can handle. 3 years of hard work from writing the scripts and rewriting the

scripts, to casting the voice actors and actresses, to studio time (recording  production), designing and
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laying out the labels and finally packaging and shipping. Everybody worked very hard and the finished

product inside and out is the result of such an incredible team coming together and having fun while

putting our best efforts forward. It is our hope that you the listener will enjoy listening to the comedy as

much as we enjoyed creating it!
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